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Important User Information
Disclaimer
The information in this document is for informational purposes only. Please inform HMS Industrial Networks of any
inaccuracies or omissions found in this document. HMS Industrial Networks disclaims any responsibility or liability
for any errors that may appear in this document.
HMS Industrial Networks reserves the right to modify its products in line with its policy of continuous product
development. The information in this document shall therefore not be construed as a commitment on the part of
HMS Industrial Networks and is subject to change without notice. HMS Industrial Networks makes no commitment
to update or keep current the information in this document.
The data, examples and illustrations found in this document are included for illustrative purposes and are only
intended to help improve understanding of the functionality and handling of the product. In view of the wide range
of possible applications of the product, and because of the many variables and requirements associated with any
particular implementation, HMS Industrial Networks cannot assume responsibility or liability for actual use based on
the data, examples or illustrations included in this document nor for any damages incurred during installation of the
product. Those responsible for the use of the product must acquire sufficient knowledge in order to ensure that the
product is used correctly in their specific application and that the application meets all performance and safety
requirements including any applicable laws, regulations, codes and standards. Further, HMS Industrial Networks will
under no circumstances assume liability or responsibility for any problems that may arise as a result from the use of
undocumented features or functional side effects found outside the documented scope of the product. The effects
caused by any direct or indirect use of such aspects of the product are undefined and may include e.g. compatibility
issues and stability issues.
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Preface

1.1

About This Document
This document describes how to enable and configure the historization of the string tags in the
Ewon Flexy.
For additional related documentation and file downloads, please visit www.ewon.biz/support.
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Introduction
As of firmware 14, the Ewon Flexy is able to log / historize the values of string tags.
String tags can be set and configured only for the following IO servers: DF1 / AB Logix (AllenBradley®), S73&400 (Siemens®), OPC UA, MEM.
To enable the historization of string tags, you will need to first change the memory organization
of your Ewon Flexy and then create a string tag with the historization enabled.
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String Tag Historization
If you wish to create a string tag and log the values for this tag, you must first change the
memory organization of the Ewon Flexy and allocate a part of the Ewon Flexy memory to the
string tags historization task..
To change the memory historization of your Ewon Flexy, proceed as follows:
1.

Browse to your Ewon Flexy web interface in your favorite web browser.

2.

Navigate to: Setup ► System ► Storage ► Memory Settings.

3.

Check the String Tag Historization enabled box.
Changing the memory organization results in a complete format of the Ewon Flexy except
for the COM configuration which remains. If you already have your Ewon Flexy
configured (such as tags and IO servers, or BASIC scripting), refer to Different Memory
Organization with an Already Configured Ewon Flexy, p. 9

4.

Set the percentage the Ewon Flexy should take from its global memory to allocate to string
tags historization.

5.

Update the configuration.

Fig. 1

Enable string tag historization

→

Fig. 2

The Ewon Flexy will ask you to confirm the format of the current configuration.

Confirmation of Ewon Flexy format

Once you gave the confirmation to the Ewon Flexy, it will reboot automatically.
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As the Ewon Flexy has rebooted, you can now create a string tag and set it to be logged.

3.1

Limitation
String Length
For technical reasons, the size of any string tag value is fixed to 1024 bytes.
If you try to set a string with a length greater than 1024 bytes, the value will be truncated at
1021 bytes and followed by “...” (3 dots) to indicate that the string has been truncated (and the
total length is 1024).
LOGIO / LOGGROUPIO
The BASIC commands LOGIO and LOGFROUPIO are not compatible with string tags.
If you wish to force the record of a string tag in the logs, you must create a MEM tag and
duplicate the value of the desired string tag to this newly created MEM tag. You will then be able
to use the LOGIO or LOGFROUPIO command on the MEM tag.
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String Tag Creation
Once you set the proper memory organization (refer to String Tag Historization, p. 5), you can
create your string tags in your Ewon Flexy as follows:
1.

Navigate to: Tags ► Values.

2.

Change the status to SETUP.

3.

Add a new tag.

4.

Set a Tag Name.

5.

Set the parameters for the IO server:
–

Server Name: MEM, OPC UA, DF1, ABLOGIX, S73&400.

–

Type: String.

6.

Activate the Historical Logging Enabled.

7.

Add the tag.

Fig. 3

Creation of a string tag

If you can’t enable the historical logging, it is because your memory organization is not properly set.
Refer to String Tag Historization, p. 5 to configure accordingly the memory organization of your Ewon
Flexy.
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Export Block Descriptors (EBD)
The Export Block Descriptors — a.k.a. EBD — can also handle string tags.
An EBD is a string composed of several parameters that defines which data have you would like
to export from an Ewon Flexy.
Export Block Descriptor are used for many functions such as email attachment, FTP transfer,
HTTP transfer and custom web pages.
The argument in an EBD impacted by the string tags is the following one:
•

$dt for data type:
–

$dtHS = Historical Strings

–

$dtIS = Instantaneous Strings

There are also files linked to the string historization which can be retrieved by an Export Block
Descriptor:
•

<inst_val_str.bin> which retrieves the instantaneous values of the string tags in binary
format.

•

<histstr.bin> which retrieves the historical values of the string tags as a binary file.

•

<histstr.txt> which retrieves the historical values of the string tags as a text file.

More details on Export Block Descriptors in the RG-0009-00: Export Block Descriptors
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A

Different Memory Organization with an Already
Configured Ewon Flexy
It is possible to enable the string tags historization without having to reconfigure your Ewon
Flexy from scratch.
Changing the memory organization results in a complete format of the Ewon Flexy except
for the COM configuration which remains. If you already have your Ewon Flexy
configured (such as tags and IO servers, or BASIC scripting).
Even if communication settings are saved during the process, it is recommended to have a local access to
the Ewon router during this process.

To do so, proceed as follows:
1.

Create a backup of your Ewon Flexy with its current configuration.
If you need assistance with the creation of an Ewon Flexy backup, refer to
KB-0135-00: Create an Ewon backup.

2.

Follow the steps listed in String Tag Historization, p. 5.
This will format completely (except for communication settings) your Ewon Flexy.

3.

Open the Ewon Flexy backup file you created in step #1 with an archiver app.

4.

Open the <comcfg.txt> file.

Fig. 4
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5.

Delete the 2 following lines:
–

MemStrHistEnabled:0

–

MemStrHistPercentage:10

Fig. 5

Delete the string-related memory organization lines

If you restore the Ewon Flexy without erasing those 2 parameters, next time your Ewon
Flexy reboots, it will be wiped out and you will lose your configuration.

6.

Save the modified <comcfg.txt> in the archive.
Make sure your backup now contains the newly modified <comcfg.txt>.

7.

Restore the modified backup in to your Ewon Flexy.
If you need assistance with the process of an Ewon Flexy backup restore, refer to
KB-0186-00: Restore an Ewon Backup

Your string tags can now be historized.
Once you have performed all the previous steps and you have created your tags, create a new
backup which will now contain the new memory organization and so the proper configuration
for string tags.
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